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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Whether you are a seasoned author or a new author
writing your first book, Protect Your Writings will help you avoid common, costly legal mistakes. In
this practical guide, author and licensed attorney Maria Crimi Speth provides a comprehensive yet
easy-to-understand description of the applicable laws that affect authors and their works.
Illustrated with examples from real cases and real situations, Protect Your Writings covers the four
main areas of intellectual property law and the interplay between these areas as they relate to
authors. The guide focuses strongly on copyright law-the main area of law protecting the written
word-and also includes sections that discuss the copyright registration process in detail, how to
avoid infringement claims against you, international rights, online writing, and the contracts that
authors are most likely to encounter. A valuable resource for writers in any stage of their career,
Protect Your Writings succinctly and completely covers the legal information that authors need to
safeguard their creative works. It answers the questions writers may have as well as the questions
they might not know to ask.
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Reviews
A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply
following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Amie B og isich
This publication is definitely worth buying. It is writter in straightforward words rather than di icult to understand. You are going to like how the writer
compose this publication.
-- Dr . Joa quin K lein
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